
When and How to Say “No” 
 
Are you being pulled in all directions by a constantly increasing workload?  
Unfortunately, saying “yes” to more things can cause you to miss deadlines or do 
poor quality work.  This is not only bad for you, it’s bad for your team. 
 
Use this quick worksheet to think through when and how you will say “no.”   
 
1: Is it worth doing? 

Determine whether the work needs to be done. 

Ask: How will the activity support our team in fulfilling its mandate? 

Ask: How does this activity fit in with the other priorities of the team? 

Ask: What is essential? Could the activity be deleted without negative consequences? 

Ask: What is the most essential part of this task? Can it be pared back to make it more manageable?  

Do it?   Yes   No (you’re done!)   Scaled back version 

 
1I: Is it me? 

Determine whether the work is something you should be doing. 

Is it something I was hired to do?    Yes  No  Well, sort of 

Is it something I’m really good at?    Yes  No  With support 

Is it a high priority for me right now?   Yes  No  Only if something comes off my plate 

If you didn’t answer yes to these questions, you are likely better off saying “no” to the work. 

 

Take it on?   Yes   No (go to Part III)   Only with support 

 
III: Who is it? 

With your teammate, identify who should do the work. 

Whose role is the best fit with the work? 

Who would be best at the task and could do it most efficiently? 

How would taking on this new work need to shift the person’s existing priorities? 

 

Find it a home?   __________________________   

 

IV: How can I help? 

Determine how you might support the person doing the work. 

Is there information you can share that would make the work more efficient or more effective? 

Is there a role you could play in brainstorming, coaching, or reviewing at some stage in the process? 

 

Lend a Hand?  
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 

More free resources and tips at www.3coze.com 

http://www.changeyourteam.com/

